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Foreword
Heraclitus once famously stated that the only thing constant is change.
We live ever changing lives in an ever-changing world. I think of the
changes that my grandmother, born in 1900, saw over her lifetime.
Things we take for granted today were once brand new and wonderfully amazing. Changes in technology seem to come faster and faster
as we age, making many of us long for the ever-elusive things that
don’t seem to change.
Lucy Maud Montgomery wrote in Anne of Green Gables: I’m so glad
I live in a world where there are Octobers. For those of us who live in a
country with four distinct seasons, the freshness and the emerging
vibrant colours of October are a welcome change from the hot and
dry days of summer. It is a time for new starts like heading back to
school and a time for harvests and preparations for the long winter
months ahead. We seem to get settled into one season, and the next
is quickly upon us. To me, these change are welcome as each brings
its own special personalities.
This diverse collection of poems, creative non-fiction, and photos
brings us vivid images of change in our lives, in nature, in memories, and in how we have interacted with our environment. Massam’s
lovely piece about a catalpa tree juxtaposes the tree’s constant presence throughout the years with its changes, both seasonal and as
it ages. Once again, I am drawn to my grandomother’s apartment
building where giant catalpas graced the lawn out front and how I
used the pods as swords, battling my brothers.
Even though we are all somewhat older now, I’m sure I could still
win. Some things never change.
Happy Paddling,
Deryck N. Robertson
EIC, Paddler Press
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A Small Stone
Christy Tending
In my former life, I used to be cool. Which is to say, I went hiking a
lot.
On the sign entering the trail, there were the usual admonishments
to clean up after yourself and not to ride motorized vehicles. On a
separate sign was a warning that, in great detail, explained what to
do if one encountered a coyote. Finally, after all other options had
been exhausted, the sign explained, “You may throw a small stone.”
What will this do?
I do not ask. I imagine, and it is comical.
You are permitted to throw a small stone at the animal that is, according to myth, designed to outwit you—as though this is a generous blessing. A small stone is no match for a resident of the spirit
world, renowned for its trickster nature, its cunning, its camouflage.
We deploy, “You may throw a small stone” as a sardonic
offering: you are absolutely fucked, but here. You may throw a small
stone. Good luck with that. Thoughts and prayers and godspeed to
you. It will not help, yet we count this as charity. You get your first
small stone for free. This sarcastic password is not meant to be comforting, but rather an artifact of our past life, when we were cool.
I never saw a coyote on that trail. I have never had cause to throw
a stone. I have never reached into the cool dawn of my pocket for
something to scare away the wild.
One night, in the kitchen, I am eating raw cookie dough with my
hands, pinching it between my fingers, and my husband asks, “Were
you raised by wolves?” My eyes shine and I smile my trickster grin,
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daring him. “You may throw a small stone,” I laugh, like he has one
hidden behind his back. And then we both laugh: like the feral beings that still live in our ribs.
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Another Winter
Nolcha Fox
I survive another winter,
frozen hours of white-outs,
then blinding sun.
Today an aerial traffic jam
of geese honk
promises of green.
Today the tulips
poke their heads up,
daring more snow.
Today silly ideas romp outside
in shorts, throw themselves
against my window.
It’s 28 degrees outside,
and I survive another winter.
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Her Portrait
Nolcha Fox
Her portrait watches
neighbors shuffle in,
wondering
who she was,
and maybe
find a deal.
She hears them whisper
once she was a beauty,
once she was rich.
They don’t know
for certain, she kept
to herself.
She watches them
run hands over
brocade and velveteen,
try on her jewelry,
rifle through her
evening dresses,
squabble over her shoes.
She watches them
walk out with
parts of her life,
fracture her façade.
As in life,
she is unwanted.
She sits at the curb,
the trash truck is coming.
9

Late August News
Ben Nardolili
Lighting another match, searching for why the stock market’s green
lines are soaring
in the closed schools, full shelters, and new crime scenes,
the answers smell like urine and patchouli, but I have to smile, suf
frage is at 100,
good news on herd immunity too, but the weekend is brief, so what?
Virtual film screenings can redeem the time you spent looking for
parking
QAnon is going mainstream, the risks for young people are
mounting,
a new variant moves from zip code to zip code, shootings make us
bystanders again,
so scrape under the big picture, I say, there’s still comedy,
the wonder wheel of life and more: outdoor gyms, outdoor dining,
and outdoor raves in near-empty lots all await, in case you missed it,
please keep up
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Autumn home
Peter Lilly
I’ve found autumn again
in this country where winter
is just a space between scorches.
My short commute is now rural.
The foliage is red, orange, and falling.
Collecting in windswept clumps,
natural throw-rugs along the curb,
blocking the drains in wet leaves without life.
Here it’s vineyards.
Surrounded by the ever-pastel-green
of Mediterranean pines.
They mutter of a more northerly climate,
the four distinct seasons of my home.
And they whisper of the tannins and earthy notes of my…
my home.
Home is in the colours of leaves,
not the species of plants.
Home is in the changing flavours
of what the earth brings forth.
It never colonises.
It can root in new soil,
yet never lets go of the old.
Thus the map of home can widen,
not with empire,
but the expansion of it’s own definition.
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Pantoum to Autumn
Robert Findysz
how unprepared I am
drugged by a summer that never ends
unblemished skies no outages of heat or sun
rarely need for a pullover at night
drugged by a never-ending summer
until the rain finally comes
a pullover rarely needed at night
replaced by layers, umbrella and boots
suddenly wrenching rains come
gone are barefoot shoreline strolls
now armed with layers, umbrella and boots
my back hunches into the change
gone are aimless shoreline strolls
spotless skies no outages of heat or sun
my back hunches into the change
how unprepared I am
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Promise of a Storm
Robert Findysz
As I glance out the kitchen window
while brewing my first morning coffee
I am compelled to pause:
the blushing dawn slinks along
a granite urban silhouette
staining a sky of opaque gauze;
columns of fog tickle evergreen treetops while
spiraling heavenward from the depths
of slumbering valleys that define the city’s limits.
The red sky promises a stormy day;
yet, I wonder that anything so untoward
could follow such an opening act.
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Lady Catalpa
Diane Massam
Yesterday, the tree man came
I felt his limbs on mine –
that denim scrabble on my bark
that boot-leather kick
that rub
channeling deep inside my trunk, it makes my sap run warm.
He clips my edges where they’ve cracked
It is so good
the way the gnarled dark ends fall. They come to rest, so inanimate
		
on my soft green skirt that
			
spreads out as far as the hedge that
				
fringes me admiringly, its tiny leaves aflutter.
Oh, it is so good – that snap, that stretch, that breath – when deadwood’s gone.
The current children come to watch
I reach higher in my pride of arms, encasing the sky
They have only two to reach up with, two to claim my flowers in the spring.
I wave mine in the pure glory of
how many I have!
I laugh because they can’t even count that high.
I love my changes.
I am slow to leaf
but then the size of them! Elephant ears, the children say,
				
picking a few to fan themselves with
				
on the hottest days of summer
				
when the still wet air pulls my long beans down
				
and languid ants tickle me, just a bit.
In the winter, I have witch’s fingers and I like the way they
sharpen up with ice when the wind blows damp from the lake
		
pushing me, bending me, northwards, as far as it can.
I claim every last bit of the cold.
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In the spring, it is good, it starts with the tips
they grow out yellow, all folded up like sleeping birds
		
and it is an itch finally scratched
			
the way they push out so tenderly
			
from my tough over-wintered hide.
But the best, is when the flowers come, they are creamy
white, with purple lines leading
		
straight to the core, begging for love.
It is a joke I like to play
		
on each generation of children who pick them.
My flowers do not last, they droop within minutes
		
because they miss the music that I pipe to them
			
silently in the way of my kind.
The children are always disappointed. It is a power I have
to make them wish for beauty in their hearts
		
the wish will stay with them forever,
			
and make them always yearn for more.
I am the queen of changes,
I have seen it all.

Catalpa Flowers by Diane Massam
Digital Image
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Subdued
Janis La Couvée

under matte grey skies
a parched land waits
Imagines dense drops
cascading
quick patter on dusty concrete
rushing in gutters
soaking dry forest floor
Expectant breath withheld
Will it rain?

Fall
Janis La Couvée

Dark heart of fall
Gulls ride currents—carried inland by the wind
Branches, almost bare, shelter avian visitors
Picking meticulously for tasty morsels
Tree leans precariously against fence
One lone apple witness to abundant harvest
All is roiling
External mirror of internal state
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Second Summer
Janis La Couvée

unusual fall
warmth radiates off earth
envelops my bones
in parched Garry Oak meadows
tinder-dry leaves and branches
explode underfoot
grasshoppers and crickets chirp
in choral cacophony
mountains disappear under hazy skies
while fires burn in nearby hills
experience heat as a force of nature
like swirling snow or pelting rain
wait, on edge,
for the first Pacific storm
sun fades, night is cool
this is the in-between season
second summer
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Four Poems
Carella Keil
You’re not a lost cat I’m searching for
I’ve never even heard your voice.
All the same, you’re someone I feel I’m missing.
Some of us are awnings to curl up beneath;
But some of us, are windows still trying to pry
themselves open.
_______________________
Our entire universe is a flurry of snowflakes in a vast and
bottomless sky, ice crystals turning a few dozen times before
dissolving back into blackness.
_______________________
If you could dust
the insides
of your mind
for fingerprints
you’d generate a work of art
too beautiful and painful
to imagine
_______________________

Maps to Lost Futures
Tell me the time of morning
the stars fade out
Whisper to me
of sleeping beneath
the Milky Way’s tentacles.
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Spider Envy
Pat Hurley
Water rippled at the edges
when we broke free from the dock —
her paddle, my paddle off kilter.
Laughter tried to skip like a rock
just short of scratching a wound.
You go first. No. You.
Cool water soothed our edges then.
She was only 10 but churning
toward adolescent drama,
mother-daughter fury.
Two souls zigging and zagging
gaining no ground
All was prelude to gathering storms
larger lakes and bigger debates
Who sits stern? Who sits bow?
and the inevitable turn
to the swift solo canoe —
me waving from the shore.
Spiders zig and zag without trying,
weave perfect Zs for sunlight
to spin silk into gossamer
craft sturdy Zs to strengthen the mesh
deflect enemies with protective Zs
put up showy Zs to allure their prey.
When thunderstorms come,
they seek higher ground
scurry inside.
No one left waving
from below.
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The Connecticut in Winter
John Muro
“It is Hartford seen in purple light.” Wallace Stevens
Silence tested by the soft applause
of birds, the long, tidal river meanders
unhurried, carving a fault line between
a wound of ocean and a distant fingertip of lake. Moats a parish of six, cornercupboard states, gliding past what little
is left of soft-shouldered hills and hollows,
farmland and short-cropped fields and
a landscape forever lost to trespass.
Here, near its final leg, comes a reprieve
of level land as it courses through the
ox-bows and spill-ways drunk with
dusk, glides past the windows of despondent
buildings and concrete trusses straddling
a river that’s surely wondering what’s
now left of nature before it’s ambushed
by salt, fatigued fingers fumbling to
hold on to these quivering images
and wanting nothing more than to
finally release them into swirling
eddies and rock pools of purple light.
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Current
Rachel Loughlin
This year we stay close
Avoid travel by swimming
In the river where it bends
and there are calm pools
Safe from rain-swollen currents
I like to find a spot
Right where water
Strikes large rocks
Lay my head back
And let the water flow
Past and stare at the sky
Gently turning a smooth stone
Between my fingers
The sound blocking out
Every other sensation
I think of this water
Making its way to the bay
Eventually the ocean
I want to go with the water
Travel the whole way
And disappear into the limitless
Expanse of wave and salt and riptide
I want to follow it back to the mountains
find the source
Cup crystal streams in my hands
Drink deep while it is still pure
But I am contained
In this moment
To this bend in the river
Turning in the current
Resisting
Feeling my edges smooth
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37 Years
Michele Mekel
I dreamt of you, old friend—
and the way you’re finally moving on
to the life I always wanted
						for you.
Ah, the readiness, the radiance
of this homecoming
						to yourself.
Somehow bittersweet,
I can only smile,
						heartfelt, heart full.
As our ways part, we share
a deeper honesty—
the kind only possible
						in letting go.
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Barbie
Tejaswinee Roychowdhury
I was six when I saw a barbie with
blonde hair in a pair of neon green
heels, and I pointed her to Mum.
She said ‘no’—stern, held her ground.
So, I cried, convinced she lacked love.
The next evening, when she came home
from work, I was thrilled and I bragged
to my friends. Their parents bought them
one and two and three more, but Barbie
was the only barbie I ever did want.
I was twenty-six when I learned Mum
had fifty rupees the day I wanted Barbie,
but Barbie cost a hundred. When she
made two-hundred the next day,
Barbie was the first thing she bought.
Hair a mess and plastic skin layered in
oil and dirt, Barbie now sleeps in her box,
which sits among toy cars and slam-books
inside a chest, a decade of law books piled on,
while I twirl Mum’s tiny grey hairs, with love.
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My name as
Yu Xin Paw
a shadow, diminishing in proportion
to the sun. My name as pale gale,
		
hating itself for not being a derecho.
My name as a yawn,
boredom the body betrays, its
		
own attempt at a gale. My name as a
poem, confined to imaginary
worlds. My name as slit
		
soil, for others to take root. 		
My name as push comes to shove.
My name as bokeh, defying
		
darkness. My name as vessels dilating,
warmth gathering in my
cheeks. My name as water
		
rupturing at a plunge. My name as hour
hand, edging on untouched
territory. My name as amorphous,
		
surrendering its protective edges.
My name as glissando.
My name as a peck on the neck,
		
a hundred currents taking flight.
My name as crust
torn with famished fists,
		
passed through dinner parties.
			
My name as julienned, orderly
		
as matchsticks. My name as a linear
trajectory, how pavements dry after the
sky’s misgivings. My name as hardened
		
as those who fed on it. My name as blood,
what is kept in reserve. My name as misshapen
as every event after it.
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My name as a bag of sounds to lug around,
dissonant chords. My name as orange
tongues, flickering between giving
		
and taking life. My name as a chance, exhausted.
My name as spires of smoke, its last try
at legacy. My name as simulacrum,
		
too jarring for the eye. My name as soot,
floating around to be forgotten. My name
as hallucination, to be shaken out of.
		
My name as clear air, spectating shadow.
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Hello to Me
Diana Raab
This morning I sit at my vanity—
smile lines, aging spots and gray hairs—
no refrain from hiding my six plus decades,
yet my green eyes glow with vibrancy
ready for a new day.
I’m told that they whisper
bedroom songs to those I love.
Oh, all those secrets stored behind eyes:
boyfriends born and dead
all teachings of universal love.
While I gleam with light
behind these mirrors to my soul
are shadows of cancerous growths
and despair of being born
to a narcisstic mother,
and a Holocaust- surviving father.
Losses glare behind those eyes—
as I remind others to cherish each moment
of sensual desires
and to live each blossoming fantasy.
Similar secrets lie on the pages
of my adolescent Khalil Gibran journal.
What does your mirror show
and journal tell us about you?
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Does the Strawberry Salesman Come Today?
Timothy Resau
Nina fell behind
that which is progressing,
and described by those watching as success.
Even among married couples she remained herself—
staying awake past midnight, promising herself fulfilled dreams.
Opaquely as a day leans forward, time passed.
She asked for three blocks of ice,
instead was given three hot coals,
around which she drew her hands.
Her life remains in small spaces—
Hours breed more each second,
and given little of what is asked for,
she must situate herself among the stations of her life,
holding fragments of what is, and
carrying monuments of what is not.
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Four Months in Notts
Harry Wilding
for hula-hoop girl
In October 2020, amid a pandemic, a new piece of street art appeared in
Radford Nottingham, close to where the famous Raleigh factory used to be
located – a stencil of a young girl hula-hooping a bicycle wheel, alongside a real
bicycle (with a missing wheel). It was soon confirmed as a Banksy. In February
2021, it was sold, the section of wall removed from the building, and from
Nottingham.
you appeared one morning,
relaxed and assured,
twirling local history near a
seat on which
Arthur worked, soon
spinning behind Perspex
like supermarket staff,
safe from our touch but
not from our queues
until you
and your revolutions
were torn
away
by six figures in the night.
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Campfire
Martha Meacham
the wind smelled of smoke
from the nearby campfire
the night crisp but
summer lingered at the edges
old friends gathered and gossiped
sipping hot chocolate or beer
children long since departed
having used up their energy and time
now just quiet murmurs
settling into the dark of night
but not too soon
they hung together as the
dying daylight hung in the trees
dusk of age slowly creeping in
not stopping this communing
no change in season or age
could dampen the spirit
life remaining fresh and raw
burning in the dying light
of this campfire together
quietly one by one they gathered
last thoughts and goodnights
now to rest as the fire burned low
until only to the faint smell
of smoke on the wind
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Abandoned by Phyllis Green
Digital Image
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Nightfall
Emmie Christie
Fall with me into musky autumn
Spiraling down with my heartbeat
Cover your ears, child
Hear only the trees now
Whispering wild things
Secrets and the like
To their lovers with wings
The pale oyster sky closes its mouth
Veiling its pearly radiance
The fireflies sputter, while moths flutter
And memories, like the leaves,
Steal out to dance, and fly,
Pantomiming how the angels
Will soon shed their cold feathers
Into the sky.

Little Omens
Emmie Christie
Red-headed birds climb
A pinwheeling breeze, omens
Of the autumn leaves.
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Steeping
Frances Boyle
Swimming in the rain
spitballs hit the back
of your neck, your face,
when you shift upright
to tread or stay afloat
with scant movements
of hands, legs peddling.
Liquid in two moods.
Merge

submerge

emerge

And what of the smell of rain?
The vertical plane of it outside
the porch like steel curtains,
unmoving yet needled with light:
silver, pewter. It has the tang
of old screens, of long-steeped tea,
the dank drips from branches
to piled-up pine leavings
browned and yielding
beneath the sweep of boughs.
The air
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softer. The rain

louder.

Arrangement
Elvis Alves
On the power of things
we cling to and need
to let go of—let them be.
I think of the time I had
time to do whatever
I wanted to do.
I have no time to do
what I want to do.
How do you make time
to do whatever you want
to do?
Arrange life like letters
or flowers and spell relief.
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Bluie East Two, Greenland
Mantz Yorke
The last helicopter lifts off the airstrip.
Looking back, the men
see jagged grey peaks streaked with snow
inverted in the grey sea.
A monochrome scene, save for the warm brown
of what looks like walrus
huddling on the beach, but they’re not walrus,
they’re rusting drums –
fuel abandoned when the military decided
this coastal airstrip
was surplus to its needs. The risk to marine life
is now acknowledged:
the lead anti-knock in old gasoline is toxic,
so a team has removed
shiploads of drums before the salty rust
penetrates their hides.
But summer’s work is done. The team has to leave
carcasses on the beach
till the spring, six months on, can drip away
their body-bags of snow.
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The Wheatfield
Mantz Yorke
A sunny morning, not a cloud in the sky,
and haze not quite lifted from the fields –
late summer with the faintest tang of autumn:
a day for careless play before buckling down
to the seriousness of the new school term.
A wobbly plank leads us across the brook
to the wheatfield, stubbly after harvesting.
The bales of straw are stacked in a cube,
ready for their move to the barn:
we turn the topmost bales into battlements
and hide, then sally from our castle,
hollering and running down the slope,
scattering the kids coming to invade.
we climb the ladder of six-inch nails
in the lone sweet chestnut’s trunk,
ascend to the crow’s nest of a pirate ship,
and scan the Spanish Main for galleons
laden with gold – until our stomachs tell us
it’s time to set sail for home.
*
Half a century on, the brook still trickles,
but down a culvert, and the path to the field
is the road into an estate of new-builds.
The sweet chestnut remains a centrepiece –
now in a circle of close-cropped grass,
its crown less lush than once it was.
35

Everything Has Changed
Steve Denehan
I had not heard him
mention it by name
until yesterday
when he said it
as we sat together
on the couch
dementia
he said he understands
that he is not the same
that the man he was
has left, is gone
never to return
I looked at my daughter
his granddaughter
lying across an armchair
holding my phone
chuckling softly
at funny kitten videos
oblivious
while he spoke
he looked straight ahead
at photographs on the mantelpiece
at the fireplace
at nothing much at all
as though talking
not to me
but to himself
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he repeated, wistfully, something
that has become a mantra
everything has changed
everything has changed
everything has changed
I found myself joining in

A Lie in the Truth
Steve Denehan
It was one of the last times we talked
talked properly at least
fishing rods in our hands
sitting on the pier
our legs hanging
a few feet above the water
Dingle was behind us
other things too
before us was the sun
melting into the ocean
the conversation had taken a turn
had become sombre, serious
unusual for us
you spoke of changes
of your father, your sister
the darkness in them
your girlfriend
how sometimes you wanted to get away
how sometimes
you didn’t
37

you said it then
how it is
that often
there is a lie in the truth
I nudged you and asked
if I could believe you
it might have been the last time
I heard you laugh
***
yesterday evening our small family
sat at the kitchen table
filling out the census form
six years since the last
more than six years of changes
I came to a question
How is your health in general?
I thought of you
as I ticked Very Good
hoping
that this time
the truth is in the lie
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The Smith Was Once
the Boy at the Bellows
Ira Director
The room is warm.
Lit by the hearth
and open door.
He adds more coal
then turns on the fan.
He grunts and heaves
his body
with every hammer
stroke on hot iron.
More coal and air
makes it glow,
hissing water
adds temper.
The old smith, once
the boy at the bellows
learned to pound iron
before his village
had electricity.
Now, no one to teach;
He works alone
with iron tools
and blows the coals
with an electric fan.
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Slices of Sunlight
Stacie Eirich
It’s that small slice of time in the south when I can comfortably sit
outside. Seep in the sunlight, feel a cool breeze, listen to the songs
of birds, chirrups of small creatures in the trees. Relish in relative
stillness.
I treat myself to reading lines of poetry, deliberately leaving the
phone in the house, chores undone, emails unanswered. At least, for
the hour. It is a blissful, slow, uninterrupted hour if it lasts.
The only surety is the sun, bright and filling an open sky of cobalt
blue. Clear and present, this moment fixed as a photo image stamped
on my memory. Like the shadow of a tree that once stood, sheltering my son and I on a blanket of books strewn across the grass.
These were the afternoons of his young childhood and my young
motherhood, when we were dappled as light…and time was softer.
(These moments were poetry.) The limbs hanging above providing a
space for our souls to be filled, our hearts lifted, our eyes opened to
delight, our ears attuned to nature’s song, rhyme, rhythm and color,
our stories spilling onto the lawn in laughter.
Connected as mother and son, storymakers and storytellers, these
were golden hours outside of time, as steady as the window chimes
clanking light motifs in the breeze.
The hours remain, held in my heart as anchors against the heavy
churn of days, months, years that beat out patterns of change within
and around us.
Bright sun stretches across an expanse —stippled shadows replaced
by heat, light, green.
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Limbs replaced by sky, the space where our tree once stood now
thick with new grass. Not even her trunk remains. Fallen to the
storms of time, she that once sheltered us has left me with no visible, tangible proof.
Only that which has been indelibly stamped like ink to skin, lines
to the veins of my heart endures. A catalog of motherhood’s small
moments, slices of sunlight stretched wide in my memory like burnished gold.

Reflection of a Woman
Stacie Eirich
She wakes to darkness, fumbling forward
feels cool tiles against her bare feet
a splash of cold, wet against her cheeks
soft slip of cotton against her arms.
A thin, gray strip of light creeps in
the fragile shadow of day beaconing
she gazes, half-dressed
a pale, half-wakened woman.
She takes a slow breath, steadying herself
muted in the silence of morning
stillness and solitude draping like rain
upon the surface of the glass.
It splits her image into shards of selves,
pouring them out each morning as many
a puzzle pieced together by the changing seasons of a life
summer fading to autumn, autumn dying to winter, winter yielding
to blooms of spring.
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Sidewalk Change
Abigail Swanson
Round copper bits
rest in dust
sleep on cement
or curl in cracks in the crosswalk.
Shiny tears
patina sidewalks
dripped by purses
or pockets of society.
2020 or ‘56
pocked and grayed
by days
disowned.
Value disappeared
when they hit the streets.
My eye
falls from the skyline
drawn to faces
in the dirt
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How to Build a Blue Zone
Lessons from Costa Rica
Jean Janicke
Without a gun in your hand, you can build a classroom,
harness sun and water for prosperity, pay
farmers to mill the wind or capture carbon
watching trees grow, fall, and decay untouched.
If you knew how much pineapples polluted, you wouldn’t eat them.
Worker’s bellies cross hatched slashes from the harvest,		
stalks burnt to the ground after flowering twice,
animals trapped at the band between river and plantation.
We can ban bonfires so turtles
can storm the beach, claim land
from cows for the forests on the front lines
like leaf cutter ants bearing 50 times their weight.
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no trace
Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
wandering through snow
a calligraphy of steps
read once by the wind

rockfall
Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
rockfall
the mountain slowly joining
its valley

Mountain Slowly Joining its Valley by Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
Breidablik Peak (elev. 1650m), Akshayuk Pass, Auyuittuq National Park,
Baffin Island, Nunavut, Canada
Digital Photograph, Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS30
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granite is a verb
Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
granite is a verb
mineralized processes
proclaiming eons

Granite is a Verb by Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
Granite Wall, North Pangnirtung Fiord, Baffin Island, Nunavut, Canada
Digital Photograph, Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS30
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This Sand, This Water
Madeleine French
she got here
pushing a tricked-out red
walker with giant wheels
now, leaning on her cane
“Soy del caribe”
is what she says
(what she always
says, when the water
washes over,
and her toes
dig into the sand)
turning her head
vaguely in the direction
of Havana
she tells me
about walking on the beach
with her father
eating pan con guayaba
and how she and my
aunt snacked on almonds
right from the trees
i squint
to watch an egret,
pearlescent feathers glowing
and know just what it’s like
to dip a sharp beak
and pluck a juicy morsel
from the turquoise
water
my prize not a fish
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but this love
for a man I never
knew
and an island I’ve never
seen

Toast at a Wedding
Madeleine French
Listen, they’re singing Tom Petty:
No, I won’t back down
a sign if there ever was one
your anthem pounding
with the drumming
of your heart
still strong, still
hopeful
Lift your voice
spit back your bitter fate
if your contralto trembles
that’s defiance, your old friend
and joy
(sure, she’s different now
but you’ll get used to it)
that chorus, it’s as good a toast
as you’ll find, so
Raise your glass
to the white veil
the black tie
that glorious, treacherous
future
you’re fighting for
here it is
luminous bubbles rising
in your glass
tingling as you swallow
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Spring Icicles by Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
Fergus, Ontario, Canada
Digital Photograph, Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS70
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change
Griffin Raynor
People will say “What happened to you out there?
You’re different than I remember. Where have you been?
What happened to your hair, your clothes, your body, your mind?”
The answer is: things were cut out of me.
Important things, and unimportant things,
and things that I only thought were important;
people who let me down, and people I used to be.
I remember me, too. It is not my responsibility to stay the same.
When you come back, you always come back changed.
The answer is, I miss you, but I cannot come home.

name redacted
Griffin Raynor
the lady who comes to the counter tells me that her name is
#########.
I angle my body away from her, but then remember I am not wearing my name tag - she cannot see herself reflected in the dull badge
of my uniform even if she were paying attention. I type her name
into the computer and finish her order and she walks away and the
name we have in common is a secret safe with me and my coworkers
and my school friends and my family and everyone who knew me
before I realized why I wanted to be someone else.
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September Night
Merryn Rutledge
Awake again,
my heart pulsing with restless grief–
regret, sorrow, the burning cuts
of irremediable betrayals by those around him
whom I once held dear.
Darkness shrills with cricket ululation.
There isn’t much time to answer longing.
Sliding through the open window,
a breeze brushes my cheek
like another’s breath.
Rustles my hair–
a lover’s hand.
Let these phantoms suffice.
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Standard Time Complaint
Merryn Rutledge
I never heard anybody say
I’m so glad it’s suddenly dark so early.
Have you?
Where I am–Down east in the US of A–
by October the day has already
shrunk at both ends
like a wool scarf that’s
been squeezed and wrung.
I say it’s a devil’s bargain that
right around Halloween–
the night our phones resync–
we wake up trading months of dusk
for one measly extra hour of sleep.
My Grandad had the right idea–
he never reset his clocks
because his cows didn’t.
Don’t get me wrong–
I’m all for the government
keeping banks in check and
chasing after polluters
but in this case they went too far.
All winter long we northerners
already lean toward the dark.
Join my movement on social
#ditchthejolt
for a slower fade to shift us.
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Mobilitas
Thomas R. Willemain
I look west
see D, cancer survivor, friend,
trapped at home
in a dementia loop
with G, architect, sprite,
now always asking where
that basket should be.
I look north
see S, outdoorsman, friend,
falling to the earth at
random times, worried
it’s a long way to the ground,
they’ll seize his license
in a place where driving is life.
I look south
where W, lawyer, friend,
swapped his license for a cane
and lets V, long patient wife,
drag him across seven seas
hobbling to Michelins stars
braced against chairs in very still photos.
I look east
toward our own maybe future
on one floor not two
with one car not two
subtly deceiving ourselves
by drifting inch by inch
in the direction of sunrise.
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Different
Thomas R. Willemain
Some days are different.
No maybe all days are
different in different ways.
Yesterday was different
because I stood for two hours
speaking numbers to youth.
Today was different
with only one to-do
besides the other thing.
The other was different
minor surgery as if
any such can be minor.
This afternoon was different
because playful cloud shadows
raced along my street.
But it was also a repeat:
a second booster,
more recycling,
a lottery ticket that lost.
So some days are really the same
as all other days that
start by looking different.
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Checking Myself for Mold
Richard LeDue
Mosquitoes go after my son
instead of me these days,
and it’s almost like they know
I feel stale
ever since turning 40,
like a loaf of bread
that should be marked down
50% for a quick sale the
few bites I do get
transform buzzing into complaints
about refunds and how things
used to be.

The Second Door On the Right
Richard LeDue
It’s polite to ignore wrinkles,
unless they’re your own,
then you lose
a staring contest with them
in the bathroom mirror,
while the closed door
lets in all those thoughts
you have on different hair dye
brands, and what people whisper
after you excused yourself
from the room.
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Night Work
Jeffrey Dreiblatt
There’s a jazz club under my pillow
but they won’t let me in.
High-hat cracks my ears awake.
Drum sticks dance around me,
knock my whiskey tumbler to the floor.
I want to fix my interior stairway,
she sings through the bedroom floor.
Repair each broken step taken
from my growling belly
to these weepy leaky eyes.
There’s a jazz club beneath my pillow
but they won’t open the door.
Tenor sax blows my brain awake.
Cymbals crash behind me,
knock my safety pills to the floor.
I want to fix my interior stairway.
Baby, I know you have the tools.
Lay my heart beneath
the red and blue carpet
he walked to get out that parlor door.
Morning is coming. Almost back asleep.
She’s strutting down the keyboard.
Riffing on the spackle,
Scatting with the varnish.
Smoothing out her troubles.
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Pops’ Poem
Jeffrey Dreiblatt
Shucking
Pops sits on the back porch
shucking oysters,
hands wet with black sea mud.
He won’t let me try —
I don’t want you to hurt yo’self.
Telling me about his days working
building power plants.
I’m walking out and I hit that stone.
His voice wraps each word in deepest
delta blues.
All of the sudden, I realize I’m sliding.
I ain’t got nothing to grab on to.
He pulls out another oyster.
Load
A load of steel,
thirteen tons of rebar come in.
This ironworker gets underneath,
hits the cable and tries to snug it.
He did that.
Jerked and hit the pins.
Thirteen tons landed on him.
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The guys wouldn’t even go over and look.
He was under.
That guy never had no business
being underneath the load.
You don’t never get under the load.
Never.
Midnight
When we lost that dog
I lost me seventeen pounds.
He was my puppy.
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Cleaning Out the Desk
Lisa Timpf
who knew you had so many
pencils, so many
erasers, paper clips,
dog-eared folders, crumpled
receipts, notes to self
you forgot to read—
your last day of work
has snuck up on you, see,
and you stand on the brink
of unknown territory—
retirement—thinking
of all the things you wish
you’d done differently, trying
to hold onto the good memories
and wondering why it’s harder
to remember the small triumphs
than the defeats
now it’s time to turn the key,
pass on the torch,
all the problems, worries,
plans, dreams, they’re
someone else’s now
and man, how good it will feel
to waltz out that front door
light-hearted and unencumbered
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Constant
Lisa Timpf
nature still has a power,
no matter how small a space
we confine her to—there’s a small park
not far from my childhood home
where I used to take my dog,
and we wandered among the oaks
and pines and maples,
and when we stood among those trees,
it seemed we’d entered a different world
now, years later, I’ve come back
to live in my home town, and I walk
a different dog along remembered ways,
and marvel how the trees have grown,
and I have grown; how everything changes
and yet remains, at its heart,
constant
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Golden Years
Lisa Timpf
where is that flash, that dash,
that brightness,
that confidence in self
the strutting ego of young adulthood
when you were ten feet tall
and bullet-proof ?
turns out time has its own bullets
its own way of bringing you
to your arthritic knees
with the indignities of aging
golden years, my —,
as my friend’s mother so eloquently puts it
and yet, there is, as Yeats said,
a singing of the soul
a relief of burdens
once clutched firmly
and only now released
and gratitude
for one small blessing
bestowed by time’s passage:
the ability to look back down
the long corridor of the years
with a sense of perspective
our younger selves lacked
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A Whole New Winterful of Space
Angela Arnold
A thinner, rollerpinned sky,
wide, swallow-lost
and limitless in its vast
gone and took all the furniture
echoing way: more than room enough
for the pierce and taunt
of red rag to bull robins; the shrill of them,
the tribal tantrums.
This glut of sabre-rattle birds clutch proudly, stick like
glue to the last of the leaf-grip trees, cat-call and snipe and
comprehensively badmouth each other:
be gone, they shout, be gone – as if
autumn were the brave start of something
and we secretly envy them; our How many shopping days...
only a tinny echo of their last before winter excitement
among all the loss.
Soon they look at us newly askance, among the bareness.
We try to keep up, with a mock-sudden faux flutter
of grand ideas: pile of glitter-bearing boxes in lofts.
In truth, now, there’s this devastating notion
that there’s time and dark time and time ahead,
only some of it bird shaped. Holes in places we used to
inhabit. Maybe we twiddle with gear, sit back,
watch the magnified fly-past
of space itself. Maybe call it astronomy,
just to be calling it something.
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The Apple Tree
Paulette West
Barren limbs carry the weight of snow
Your life blood on hold
Until spring’s warmer winds
Allow your sap to flow.
Green leaves, sweet blossoms
Aromas filling the air
Bees, long dormant
Awaken to their scent
Pollinate so you will bear fruit
For humans to share.
Depleted from energy well spent
strong autumn winds carry
Your yellowed leaves to fall
Nourishing the ground below
Naked, you are ready to capture the first snow.
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Whispers of Change by Kathy Sherban
Lower Buckhorn Lake, Buckhorn Ontario
Digital Image
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